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1Introduction

Anumberofmetllodsbasedonassociativememorymodels

havebeenstudiedforpatternrecognition.Itiseffective

inclassifyingsimilarlookingpatternstoprojectinputpat-

ternstoorthogonalvectorsusingthepseudoinverse
laI20rithmortheleast-squareslinearmappingtechnique."

Inaddition,inthecasewheretheinputpatternsaredis-

tortedbyra

f。rmedt。a霊noise,some

thec。rrectこecu

utpこsiveoperationsareper-

tvector.3

Inthispaper,apseudoinverseiscalculatedwithsingular

valuedecomposition(SVD)andamemorymatrixisgen-

erated.Theeffectsofthenoisecontainedintheinput

patternontheoutputvectorareclearlyunderstoodwith

singularvaluesinthepseudoinverse.5'6Sincesmallsingular
valuesamplifythenoise,wemodifythesmallsingularval-

uesbyreplacingthemwithaspecifiedvalue.Werecognize

alphabetcharacterswithabettermemorymatrix,whichis

generatedbymanipulatingthesin竺ularvalues.Intheex-

periment,weconstructanopticalsystemforcharacterrec-

ognitioninwhichtwoliquidcrystaldisplaysareemployed.

Throughtherecognitionof26alphabetscharacterscontain-

ingnoise,theusefulnessofthissystemismadeclear.

2MemoryMatrixGeneratedfromSVD

AmemorymatrixMprovidesoutputvectorsy,thatare

specifiedbythecorrespondinginputvectorx,as

y,-Mx,/-!K,1)

where〟isthenumberofcharacterpatternstobestoredin

thememorymatrix.WedefineaninputmatrixXandan

outputmatrixYwhose/'thcolumnsaretheinputvectorsx,

andtheoutputvectorsy.,respectivelyas

X-x.-x*]Y-[yr--yA:].(2)

Then Eq. (1) becomes

Y-MX (3)

If we have a pseudoinverse matrix X ofX, we obtainとI

memory matrix

M-YX十.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(ヰ)

The pseudoinverse X is calculated with SVD as

〃

x+-∑S; U,V,
=

(5)

where u,とind v, are column vectors and orthogonal each

other・ and T denotes the transpose of the vector. Singular

value s′ has the property

SI5ss->: (6)

In our study, the input vector x, is formed from an al-

phabet chとIrこICler whose pixel size is 7 ×7 and whose pixels

are black or white. The number of the elements of the input

vector is 49, their values are 0 or 1 according to the black

or white pixels, and AT-26. The /"th element of the output

vector y, is 1. and the others are 0. which means the corre-

sponding input is the fth one of 26 alphabet characters.

Thus the output matrix Y becomes a 26×26 unit matrix.

and M-X⊥. By definin竺a coefficient and a matrix as

-1 U,-u,vf,c,=.v,

from Eq. (5) we rewrite the memory matrix M as

(7)
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Fig. 1 Distributionsofc,forM|, MM, and M….

〟

M,-2 cA-
H.i ‖

(8)

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the coefficient values

using Roman numeral notation. When iilput characters con-
tain noise, this noise component is amplified by the coeffi-

cients whose values are large. To eliminate the effect of

noise, we do not use J coefficients whose vこdues are larger

than the others, and we denote a memory matrix MM as

om

m,,- 2 c,-u,-.　　　　　　　　　　　　(9)
u:-1=

The memory matrix Mn provides the result that an乙tveraue

recognition rate over all characters increases, but the rec-

ognition rate for some characters decreases. To avoid this

low recognition rate, the J coefficients are replaced with a

nonzero value of α to obtain memory matrix MmとIS

HB^^^^^^M

M"-∑c,U,+　∑　αU,.
/=!　　　　　i-K-J+I

(10)

Memory matrix Mm provides the result that the low recog-

nition rate for some characters is improved, and the average

recognition rate for all characters increases. Figure 1 shows

examples of distributions ofc, and α for Mn and Mm by the

notatioi- of II and III, respectively.

We performed computer simulations to determine the

values of J and α. The elements of alphabet charとicters are

0 or 1. We added Gaussian noise with zero mean and vこin-

つ

ance a~ to the alphabet characters. Then we assigned 0 and

to the elements of the alphabet characters if the value of

the element was less than or more than 0.5. respectively.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined to be /o¥ We

tried to recognize 50 characters containing noise for one

alphabet character. We assumed that recognition could be

accomplished if the output y, corresponding to the input

character had a maximum value and the other outputs were

less than 90% of the value of the output v,. A ratio of the

number of correctly recognized characters to the total num-

ber of characters was defined as the recognition rate. An

average recognition rate over 26 alphabet characters was

obtained to estimate the ability of the memory matrix with

different values of α and J. Figure 2 shows the average

recognition rate versus the value of α for different values ot

0.0　　　　　　0.2　　　　　　.　　　　　0.6　　　　　　0.8

a

Fig. 2 Average recognition rate versus the value of α for different

values of J at SNR-1.5.

yatSNR- 1.5. When α-0.valuesofJ-6 or4gaveusthe

best average recognition rate at different values of SNR.

The value of α-0.3 gave us the best average recognitlOn

rate at different values oi SNR for7-8 to 12. These results

indicates that an appropriate value of α is 0.3. Figure 3

shows the average recognition rate versus the value ofJ for

ditferent values of SNR at α-0.3. These results indicates

that an appropriate value of7 is 1 1, since the average rec-

osnition rate becomes almost constant from 7- 1 1. Consid-

cring these results. we constructed the memory matrix MjI

with α-0 and 7-6 and the memory matrix Min with

α-0.3andJ-ll.asshown inFig. 1.

3　0ptical Pattern Recognition System

Figure 4 shows an optical character recognition system in

which the computation of Eq. (1) is executed. An input

character x, is displayed on liquid crystal display 1 (LCDl)

with binary levels in the region denoted by x, to.t,- (/7

-49) in the vertical direction, and the same input character

x, is repeated m tiilles (m-K-26) in the horizontal direc-

tion, as shown in Fig. 4. The elements of matrix M are

divided into nonnegativeこind neqati＼′e elements. The matrix

0　　　　2　　　・4　　　　6　　　　8　　　10　　12　　14

J

Fig. 3 Average recognition rate versus the value of J for different

va一ues of SNR at α-0.3.
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Fig. 4 Optical character recognition system.

is decomposed as M-M(-,-,-M,-,. In M(+) negative ele-

ments of M are replaced by zero valuesとind nonnegative

elements of M remain. In M(-) nonncgative elements of M

are replaced by zero values and negative elements of M

remain, changing the minus signs to plus signs. The

memory matrices M(. and M,-) or川×/∫ matrix size are

displayed on LCD2 with 256 gray levels. An element of the

memory matrix at the fth row and the/th column is on the

position denoted by (/j), as shown in Fig. 4. Light from

the laser diode (LD) are collimated with lens 1 (LI). The

collimated light passes through the two LCDs and the

transmitted h竺ht is collected with a cylindrical lens onto the

image sensor. Outputs of the image sensor are represented

by yi{+) and y/(-) (/-!,...,/ォ) when M,+)とind MH are

displayed on LCD2, respectively. The fth element of the

outputs is obtained from the light inteilsity on the region of

the image sensor denoted by a number /. The outputs of the

image sensor are fed to a personal computer through an

8-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) converter. After the optical

matrix-vector multiplication is perron-1cd twice, a 伝nal out-

put v,-v,,-,-y,-(-, is obtained in the personal computer.

If the /'th element v, of the final output is the largest among

the other elements, the input character is recognized as x,

The input character and the nlemory matrix are dis-

played on the LCDs with the personal computer, a video

signal generator, and an LCD controller.

4　Expenmental Results

The optical recognition system shown in Fig. 4 was con-

structed to perform recognition of 26 alphとibets characters.

First we used Mj, given by Eq. (8), as the memory matrix

M. When the input character did not contain any noise, we

obtained the results for tour input characters of A, M. N,

and Z. as shown in Fig. 5. The input characters are shown

on the left side. Next to the input character, the correspond-

ing output is shown. The vertical axis is the value of the

伝nal output y,,(/- 1,...,26), and the horizontal axis is the

number ot /. Alon竺the horizontal axis, instead of the num-

ber of/. the characters A to Z are indicated. For the input of

the character A, the value ofy, is the largest at A. For the

other input characters. the situationsとire the same. When

the input characters contained noise whose SNR 、vas 1.5.
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M,

-Jllu_ Jl..LjJ.-

ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

I- I.II 1 I I　.0-蝣一蝣-!蝣

-0.5I"J
ABCDEFGH1JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

l

io

-0.5LyJuJIMl一-ll
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORST〕VWXYZ

㌔-lll*l-一蝣蝣一蝣-I・・・J

ABCDEFGmJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Fig. 5 Output vectors obtained with memory matrix M| for input

characters containing no noise.

we obtained the results shown in Fig. 6. Input characters

corrupted with noise乙ire shown on the left side. Because of

the noise we caill10t recognize the characters with the

memory matrix M]. We made 50 different patterns cor-

rupted with noise for one alpl-abet character by changing

the noise, and tried to recognize these patterns. The recog-

nition rate was calculated using the definition described in

Sec. 2. The recognition rates of each of 26 alphabet char-

M,

AKi

-0.5蝣蝣叫
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

・蝣L上,ll, T^n蝣-I
-0.5

願�"0

-0.5

ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

.V.I---..J
ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

至jJL-L.i.-.JIL

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN。PQRSTU空

Fig. 6 Output vectors obtained with memory matrix M| for input

characters corrupted with noise.
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Fig. 7 Recognition rate of 26 alphabet characters obtained with M, ,

M|,, andMm.

acters obtained with the memory matrix M, are shown in

Fig. 7. The horizontal axis is the input character. The rec-

ognition rate is very low when we use the memory matrix

Mj. In the following experiments we used input characters

corrupted with noise at SNR- 1.5.

Next we used Mn, given by Eq. (9), as the memory

matrix M and obtained the resu一ts shown in Fig. 8. The

input characters A, M, and Z are recognized. The recogni-

tion rate obtained with the memory nlとitrix Mn is shown in

Fig. 7. The recognition rate is improved for most of the

M,

l-JLUI.ォil_u Iljl

ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

・叫I-I-II. -11㌔
ABCDEFGH ! JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Y-.U--T- ,111 ,J
ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Fig. 8 Output vectors obtained with memory matrix M‖ for input

characters corrupted with noise.

Mlu

L i蝣Jv-'-pA-

蝣　ABCOEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGm JKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ

仙d -.Ji-JI
ABCDEFGm JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

hl⊥」・ lJ叩l r

-0 ABCDEFGHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Fig. 9 Output vectors obtained with memory matrix M… for input

characters corrupted with noise.

characters, but the recognition rate ot a few characters is

still around 50% or less.

Finally we used Mnいgiven by Eq. (10), as the memory

matrix M and obtained the results shown in Fig. 9. The

input characters A. M, N, and Z are recognized. The rec-

ogmtioil rate obtこIilled with memory matrix Mm is shown in

Fi望. 7. The recognition rとite is greatly inlproved tor all ofヽ..′

the 26 cllaracters.

5　Conclusions

We calculated a pseudoinverse with SVD to obtain the

memory mat-ix that performed character recognition

against the noise contained in the input characters. A

menlory matrix insensitive to noise was generated by ma-

nipulating the sillall singular values. We constructed an op-

tical system to perform character recognition with the

memory matrix by using two LCDs. Experimental results

of the recognition of 26 alphabets characters containin更theヽ...

noise showed cleこirly that this optical system eliminates the

effects of the noise. However, the optical system is sensi-

tive to shift, rotation.こInd deformation of the characters.

Some preprocessing operations such as Fourier transforma-

tion are required in the case where the optical system is

app】led to recognition of handwritten characters.
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